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Her new boss meant one thing - trouble! Looking after her invalid mother, Serena had accepted long
ago that the bright city lights were not for her. Hardworking and quiet, she was perfectly happy with
her life - until the Dutch consultant Marc ter Feulen turned it upside down. As her new boss, he was
arrogant and demanding. As a man, he was altogether too attractive for Serena's peace of mind!

Reviews of the Little Moonlight by Betty Neels
Daigrel
Guy meets gal. Gal meets guy. A temporary substitute becomes a full time accessory. She falls for
him. He's already taken with her and decides he'll marry her, probably because she doesn't fawn
over him as other girls do. One wonders what happens four months after marriage when they begin
to take each other for granted, but Neels rarely deals with the after In happily ever after.

Kanrad
Book Description: Her New Boss Meant One Thing -- Trouble! Looking after her invalid mother,
Serena had accepted long ago that the bright city lights were not for her. Not that she minded . . .
Hardworking and quiet, she was perfectly happy with her life --until the Dutch consultant Marc ter
Feulen turned it upside down. As her new boss, he was arrogant and demanding. As a man, he was
altogether too attractive for Serena's peace of mind!
Serena Proudfoot had no social life. She worked to support her "invalid" (aka selfish, lazy, and
demanding) mother then care of the household and her mother after work. Her new boss correctly
diagnosed her mother's "delicate" condition immediately and knew he had to find a cure.
Dr. Marc Dijkstra ter Feulen was a Dutch Baron, eminent consultant, rich, good-looking, demanding,
arrogant, and accustomed to having things done when and as he said. He was a demanding boss and
expected a lot of his employees ... however if Serena wanted to be fair, she had to admit that he
gave more than he expected from others. He was not like anyone Serena had ever before
encountered; perhaps she was quite up to the challenge of working with him; especially when she
was developing a serious heart problem.
Dilkree
I love all the old fashioned sweet romances by Betty Neels. I read them all many years ago and am
now reading them for the 2nd and even 3rd times on my Kindle. She wrote them all on a formula.
Usually a romance between a Dutch doctor or professor and an English young lady. There is always
some type of conflict that has to be settled before the happily ever after. No violence and no sexual
content.
Nuadabandis
Another lovely romance by I will always love her work. Marc and Serena the plain secretary and the
handsome doctor Serena' s selfish mother and Marc's loving family and of course the HEA!!!
Jum
I have been buying Betty Neels books for my mother (in her 70's) at her request, as an introduction
to using a Kindle. I can say without hesitation that she loves all of these books. As she has said, "The
plots may all be somewhat similar and the stories quaint, but I enjoy them immensely and find them
endearing." What better recommendation could there be? And the Kindle Paperwhite? She loves the
backlight and the ability to make the font larger.
Kekinos
Oh, that selfish mother treating Serena like Cinderella. For once I wish Betty would let her
character put their thoughtless relative in their place. Oddly enough she did not mince words with
Marc, who I intimated everyone else. They fell in love in the end. I've loved these simple stories
since I was a teen.
Phalaken
Betty Neels takes you back to an earlier, easier time with only miscommunication to overcome. Boy
meets girl, they fall in love, mutual understanding and admiration.
This was the very first Betty Neels book I stumbled across many years ago and one of my favorite.
Serina is such a modern day Cinderella. Still, this is a good Betty Neels to start with if you have not
read her and are looking for this type of romance. The main character is not a nurse, so a nice
change.
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